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Strong Nuclear Force 
Life need not be easy, provided only that it 
is not empty. And this wish was fulfilled. 

Lise Meitner

O N THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE 
death of the German physicist Lise Meitner 
in 2018, a lone English journalist visited her 
grave in the village of Bramley, Hampshire. 
After spending the better part of a day there, 
he was disheartened to report that “no one 
else visited from dawn to dusk.”  
   Ironically, little more than five miles away 
from the tiny parish church cemetery stands 
the sprawling campus of the Atomic 
Weapons Establishment at Aldermaston, 
built on the site of a former RAF Base.
   Responsible for the design, manufacture 
and support of the United Kingdom’s 
formidable nuclear weapons arsenal, the 
facility would very likely not exist had it not 
been for the discoveries of Lise Meitner.

                        Otto Hahn & Lise Meitner, Berlin, 1912  

   Born in Vienna in 1878, Meitner was a 
gifted student, but because women were not 
permitted to attend institutions of higher 
learning in Austria until 1897, she continued 
her education by training as a French 
teacher until she was eligible to attend the 
University of Vienna in 1901.
   At the University, Meitner studied the new 
field of radioactivity, and soon found that 
the scattering in a beam of alpha particles 
increased with the atomic mass of the metal 
atoms, a discovery which later led Ernest 
Rutherford to model the atomic nucleus.
   In 1907, she studied at Friedrich Wilhelm 
University in Berlin under renowned 
physicist Max Planck, becoming only the 
second woman there to earn a doctoral 
degree. Remarkably, she still had enough 
free time to apply for a research assistant’s 
position with prominent chemist Otto Hanh.



   In 1912, Hahn and Meitner moved to the 
newly founded Kaiser Wilhelm Institute, 
where she was granted her first paid position, 
marking student papers for Planck. Drafted 
to serve in the First World War, Meitner 
served as a nurse in Poland and Italy, and 
after returning to work in 1917, discovered 
the radioactive element protactinium. 
   Finally in charge of her own laboratory, 
Meitner went on to make several important 
findings on the nature of uranium isotopes, 
and she and Hahn seemed on the verge of a 
groundbreaking discovery in 1938 when 
Austria was annexed by Nazi Germany. 
As an Austrian Jew, Meitner’s privileged 
position in Berlin disappeared overnight.
   After several failed attempts to secure 
travel papers, Meitner was finally able to 
escape undercover to Sweden, with help 
from Hanh and a Dutch colleague.
   Continuing her research in Copenhagen 
with her nephew, physicist Otto Frisch, 
Meitner then made the discovery that would 
secure her fame in the annals of science. 
   Back in Berlin, Hahn had unknowingly 
caused the splitting of a uranium atom by 
purely chemical means, but—misinterpreting 
the results—it fell on Frisch and Meitner to 
work out the explanation: nuclear fission. 
(Meitner correctly theorized that no stable 
elements beyond uranium existed naturally 
because the electrical repulsion of so many 
protons overcame the strong nuclear force.)
   Three scientific papers published in 1939  
confirmed the discovery of nuclear fission, 
and barely a year later Frisch and Rudolf 
Peierls established that the process could 
potentially produce a nuclear explosion.
   Hahn was awarded the Nobel Prize in 
Chemistry in 1945 for the discovery of 
atomic fission, but with Meitner sitting in 
the audience, failed to mention her name.   

   This was an unpardonable snub, because 
without her urging him to retest his sample
—and convincing the disbelieving chemist 
that it was possible for the nucleus of a 
uranium atom to split—Hahn would likely 
never have made his revolutionary discovery. 
(Another neglected female German physicist, 
Ida Noddack, described the basic processes 
of nuclear fission in 1934, five years before 
Hanh’s experimental confirmation. Not 
surprisingly, he also disparaged Noddack’s 
fission theory, calling it “ridiculous.”)
   Meitner declined an offer to work on the 
Manhattan Project—declaring “I will have 
nothing to do with a bomb!”—and despite 
being feted as a celebrity while visiting the 
U.S. in 1946, expressed lifelong regret at 
her contribution to creating the atom bomb.
   After the war, Meitner continued her work 
in Sweden until retiring in 1960. She died 
in England in 1968 at the age of 89. 
   Despite being passed over for the 1945 
Nobel Prize, Meitner maintained a lifelong 
friendship with Otto Hahn, her longtime 
collaborator. She herself was nominated an 
astonishing 47 times for the Nobel Prize, 
but never won. (A investigation in the 1990s 
concluded that her exclusion from the 1945 
award was the result of gender and racial 
bias, along with a failure to recognize 
collaborative efforts.) In lieu of receiving a 
Nobel Prize—which are not awarded post-
humously—Meitner gained perhaps even 
greater recognition in 1997, when element 
109 was named meitnerium in her honor. 
   Despite her relative obscurity today, 
Meitner’s discovery is rightfully considered 
by scientists as the key that unlocked the 
Nuclear Age. Praised by Albert Einstein as 
the ‘German Madame Curie,’ the inscription 
on Meitner’s gravestone reads: Lise Meitner: 
a physicist who never lost her humanity. ◾


